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Senat~ elections pull

large voter turnout

Late campaign expense forms
bring nine disqualifications
by Roger Simmons
News editor

Nine student senate candidat~ were disqualified Th~
day for not ·turning in their
campaign expense forms on
time, according to election's
commissioner Bryan McCullar.
·''According to election
statutes, any expense violation
requires disqualification,'' McCullar said. ''Not turning in an
expense form counts as a
violation."
Those disqualified:
Steve Cady, arts and sciences
seat 4; Randy Lewis, business
seat 1; Robert Burkett,
business seat 5; Robert Rulof,
Paul Mazzillo and Vice Davila,
all of engineering seat 1;
Thomas Heath, engineering
seat 2; Steve Gizinski,
engineering seat 3; and Donald
Gregory, liberal studies seat 1.
According to McCullar, if a
candidate is · disqualified1 his
opponent is declared the winner.
If all · candidates are
disqualified, the seat is left
open, and a special election is
held.
The disqualified candidate
may again seek election~

:'There will be a special election in two weeks for business
seat 1, liberal studies seat 1
and engineering seat l," McCullar stated.
He went on to say that candidates who were disqualified
can appeal to the judicial council and he expects that there
will be appeals.
A possible contestment of an
election fell through when Tim
Albrecht won engineering seat
3
when
Gizinski
was
disqualified.
Write-in candidate Albrecht
says that poll workers ran out
of write-in ballots, and some
students who wanted to vote
for him were turned away while
additional ballots were being
prepared.
Albrecht pulled 149 write-in
votes, and lQst by. one vote.
Albrecht says that he could
have had enough votes to win
the sea~ if the write-in ballots
had not run out.
In another mishap, at large
candidate Luci Johnson's
name was left off the ballots on
the two voting machines.
McCullar says the name was
left off because of confusion
Election, page 4

· ·

by Cindi Milam
Future news

UCF's student senate will
convene Sept. 27. Follow~ng
their election this week, some
senators stated their plans for
the coming session.
Senator-elect Susan Arline
said she would like to see the
syllabus booklet "expanded for
spring and encourage more in- .
structors to participate in it."
She is also hopeful that a constitutional amendment will be
reintroduced where judicial
council members are appointed
only when there is a vacancy.
Presently, a new judicial counthe current student government president. "I see it
government president. ''I see it
just as making . the judicial
council a much fairer body for
the students," she said.
Arline also says she may
consider running for Senate
Pro tempore..
Senator-elect Cindy Spraker
is interested in getting UCF to
provide storage space to dorm
residents bet~een the fall and
A student watches election entertainment which helped draw spring semesters.
an estimated 6.2 percent voter turnout.
Plans, page 5

Communication skills valued most

(

Business leaders rate
desired employee traits

America's
kin·g of
beers?

positive feedback from community leaders, students and
other sociology departments
Business leaders say
about the results of the study.
students should enhance their
''What we were trying to
writing and speaking skills to
say was, 'What do you people
increase their chances of getout there who hire students
ting a good job after graduation
think they need to make them
more employable?"' Brown
· That is the finding of a UCF
said. qMany employers said it
Department of Sociology
was about time somebody
study conducted last year.
asked them what was
Accor.ding to Dr. William
needed."
Brown, department chairman
The results of the study will
and co-director of the study,
help students know what
155 business and community
leaders rated 50 job-related . skills they need to beef-up
while in school and it will help
competencies, skills, atcurriculum planners know
titudes and personal atwhat courses need to be
tributes in order of their
developed · &nd strengthened
perceived importance.
to enhance these skills, accorThe leaders, representing
ding to Brown.
business, industry and
government, said writing
The study was funded by a
$300 .grant, money from the
skills, listening and speaking
skills , the ability to organize
Office of Graduate Studies
thoughts and conceptualize
and Research and the ColJege
problems, effective problemof Arts and Sciences and by
s ol vi µg skills and selfthe project directors, Brown,
motivation were the things . Dr. Allyn Stearman and the
late Dr. John Washington.
they are looking for when a
A detailed report on the
student comes to see them for
a job.
study is on reserve in the
UCF library.
Brown said he has received
by Rick Brunson

Future news

William K. Coors, chairman
of the Adolph Coors Company
spoke on "Managing in a Turbulent Environment-the
Coors story," Sept. 21 in the
Student Center Auditorium.
A capacity crowd · heard
Coors explain about a 60
Minutes story and investigation of his company and
how h e dealt with it. He also
discussed his company's recent
successful expansion into the
southern area market.
Sponsored by the College of
Business Administration,
Coors told the audience that
one of the most important
qualities for a manager to have
is honesty.
WUCF-FM will rebroadcast
Coors' entire speech Sept. 26 at
12:30p.m.

~-~~~~~\V~illi-·am~-K_._C_oo_r_s~~~--

senators
make .plans
for ne'w year

Pam GimsonlFuture
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A look at people, places and events

Friday's briefing........................................
Future-September 23, 1983

News beat

People in the news

Women, minority scholarships offered
Full college scholarship awards are available to women and
minorities who are undergraduates majoring in computer
science, engineering and physics.
Those intere·s ted must be willing to work in jobs of their majors in the spring of 1984 and be U.S. citizens.
The on-campus job interviews will be conducted Sept. 29. To
an appointment, go to the Cooperative Education office
in the Administration Building, room 124, or call (305)
275-2361.
mak~

Library gets money for blood donations
Three prominent members of Orlando's business community
will donate money to the UCF library for every pint of blood
the UCF community gives.
William E. Davis, Paul Mears Sr. and Howard Palmer have
pledged $10 for each of the first 300 pints of blood donated by
UCF students, staff and -faculty. The Central Florida Blood
Bank Bloodmobile will be on campus Sept. 26 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. for the special drive.

UCF and Stetson University ROTC cadets participate in a fi~ld exercise.
Despite rainy weather condi tions,
UCF
Army
ROTC Cadets with cadets
from Stetson University, conducted a field training excercise Sept. 17-18.
f

All blood from UCF donors is credited to the university's
reserve account with the Central Florida Blood Bank. The
credits are available to any student, staff or faculty member or
members of their immediate families, by calling the campus
health center with information on the patient's eligibility, location and number of blood units required.

A three mile road march
began the exercise in late
afternoon. Junior level cadets
acted as "friendly" forces on
routine patrol, while basic
The Central Florida Chapter of the American Red Cross is,. corps cadets acted as the
looking for women interested in sewing on Wednesday morn- "enemy" setting up various
ings from 9 a.m. to noon. Volunteers are urgently needed to types of ambushes along the
make children's clothing for disaster victims. If interested in route. Cadets then set up
joining this group, contact the volunteer office at the Central defensive perimeters and
Florida Chapter of the Red Cross at (305) ~94-4141.
practiced security tecl:iniques
taught in their . military
science classes.

Women needed.to help in·disaster relief

Police sethours for decal sales

Training came to a close
The UCF Police Department sells parking decals from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday at the police station. During
registration, hours are extended to 8 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Voter registration drive gets underway
The Republican Executive Committees of Orange and
Seminole counties are sponsoring a voter registration drive.
Although sponsored by Republicans, persons can sign up for
any party affiliation.

The Army ROTC conducts
such training as part of the
preparation for ROTC advance camp. These exercises
give cadets an opportunity to
use
leadership
skills
developed over their cadet
careers and which they will
need immediately upon commissioning.

of Fame at the State University of New York at Buffalo,
Sept. 10. Gergley starred on
the 1958 Lambert Trophy
football team, emblematic of
the Eastern small college
championship, and in 1959
was named outstanding
wrestler at Buffalo.

••••

People in the news is a
biweekly column devoted to
• • •
the recognition of awards and
achievements by UCF's
Former UCF wrestling .. students, staff and faculty.
coach Gerry Gergley, current- Contributions should be
ly a member of the College· of typed, double-spaced on a
Education faculty, was in- 60-space line and submitted
ducted into the Athletic Hall one week before publication.

C alilnUS C}OSe un

A look at contemporary college life in America.
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Accounting society to offer tutoring
The Student Accounting Society in conjunction with Beta
Alpha Psi, an accounting honor society, offers free tutoring in
II).ost accounting cotirses to anyone who needs such help. Call
· the School of Accounting at 27 5~2463 for more information.
The initiation party for both organizations will be held Friday,
Sept. 23 at The Shoals clubhouse on Hall Road. The party will
start at 8 p.m. and the theme is "the beach."

with classes on various skills
of basic soldiering taught by
senior level cadets.

photo/UCF Army ROTC

No More ' Old Maids-A
"Lil'l Bit Older Club" at
Auburn Univ~rsity provides a
social link for unmarried
students between the ages of
25 and 45. About 30 men and
women attended each of two
meetings this summer. Most
said they wanted the companionship of people their own
age and found contacts hard
to make.

•••

Seminole County residents may register on Sept. 23 from 4-9
Punk
Bands
Slamp.m. at the Altamonte Mall. On Sept. 24 they may register
med-Slam dancing has been
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at these locations:
slammed by U Diversity of
Publix at Hunt Club Corners, Little Professor Book Store at Minnesota officials. Student
'Springs Plaza, Eckerd's at the ,Gooding's Plaza on 434, Winn Activities Coordinator Carl
Dixie at 434 and 17-92, Winn Dixie at 436 and Red Bug Road, Nelson recently ordered that
Publix at Willa Plaza, and Winn Dixie at 25th Street and 17-92 bands which attract slam
in Sanford.
· dancers will not be booked on
Orange County residents may register on Sept. 17 or 24 from campus. That decision came
after several people were in10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at these locations:
jured during a Dead Ken~tamonte Mall, Colonial Plaza, Fashion Square, Publix at nedy's concert, and i~ designPine Hills Shopping Center, Publix at Edgewater Drive, ed to protect the university
Publix at Conway and Curryford Road, Winn Dixie at 15-A from legal liability. Some stuand Curryford Road, Winn Dixie at Lancaster and Winegard, dent leaders are upset that
Gooding' s on 17-92 in Maitland, Gooding' s at The Market the policy was enacted
Place, and Central Park on Park A venue in Winter Park.
without their input.

Earn Early Spot-Students
might rake leaves, pick up
trash and shovel snow on
campus .if they were promised
early registration, says
University of Minnesota
senior Steve Brouillette. He
wants to set up a student
work co-op giving students
·who volunteer five hours per
month the right to register
early. School officials are not
eager to tie registration to
volunteerism, however, saying it would be unfair to
students who do not have
time to volunteer.

• ••

It's the Gift That
Counts-Feeling
unappreciated? University of Kansas financial aid workers were
not, after a student _sent two
pizza-sized chocolate chip
cookies to the financial aid office. Attached was a note, admitting students often hassle
the workers who process aid
forms, and forget to say
thanks.

•••

Drinking Licenses?-A
Wisconsin legislator thinks
that drinkers should have
licenses.
Rep.
John
Medinger' s bill would require

high school graduates to pass
a test if they wanted to drink
legally before turning 21.
That way, says Medinger,
young drinkers learn the
"rules of the road."

More Computers-A contract between the University ·
of South Florida and the
Zenith Corp. will allow
students and faculty the opportunity to buy personal
computers at discount prices.
Zenith will offer a choice of
three computers to USF
students and faculty, accmding to Drew Barrett, USF
engineering researcher and
liaison between the university
and Zenith.
The three computers include a $2, 900 system designed for "the serious person"
and two other systems-one
priced at $2,100 and the other
at $1,940, Barrett said.

t
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Study shows strangers likely to help prevent theft ,
by Julie Norris, Kathleen
Foronda and Larry Thompson
Speclol to the Future

If you ask them for help,
three out of four strangers
will agree to watch your
belongings for a while.
Eighty-eight percent of the
women and 55 percent of the
men will also try to stop a
thief from trying to steal the
belongings you left wit~
them.
A woman explained: ''Of
course, women will be inclined
to stop a thief. They have a
more protective nature."
.

again I'm a chauvinist. If the
thief had been a man, I'd probably just hide under the
seat."
A 24-year-old California
man stopped the woman thief
but added that he would stop
anybody, "regardless of race,
color or size."''
. Similarly, a 60-year-old
New York woman said:
''Somebody tried to steal my
bag once in Houston, and I
yelled for help. I'd do the
same for anyone else.''
A 65-year-old Boston
woman . gave the students
quite a scare.
When the male student left

As part of an experiment
for a journalism class, a
female student from UCF approached 50 strangers and
asked them to watch her luggage. Then a male student
tried to "steal" it.
The male student then posed as a traveler and asked 50
strangers to watch his luggage while the female student
posed as the thief.
The students conducted the
experiment _a t a busy airport.
Some people were more willing to stop a female thief than
a male·thief.
A Florida man explained:
"I stopped her, but then

,..

his luggage with her, and the
female tri~d to steal it, the
Boston woman lept from her
seat and began shouting,
"Hey stop! Come back!"
When she was told about
the experiment, she became
angry. ''I COlJ.ld have had a
heart attack," she scolded. "I
·k new it wasn't her bag, and
he ask~d me to watch it for
him.''
However, some people were
reluctant to watch another
person's iuggage, and some
flatly refusec;l.
''I got enough to worry
about with my own stuff," a
38-year-old Baltimore woman

said.
A 21-year-old Ohio man explained, ''They could have
been smuggling drugs, and I
didn't want no part of that."
· One man feared he might
become a victim. The 73-yearold Pennsylvania man s:%aie
did not stop the woman t · f
because, "Even a libe· d
woman can be dangerous."
"You never know if the person (taking the bags) is
relative, " a 22-year-old
Arkansas woman said. "I
would hate to be embarrassed
by calling someone a thief
who wasn't."

a

"Ill

THE HAIR SHOP
'ecision Style Cpt $8.00
'

I

Full Sel'lflce Sa#bn

Walk-ln,S Welcome

·
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Di"ie Center)

282-1700

Daily 9-5 & Thurs." til 8 ~

... lTNJON PARK

. WHY PAY
EXTRA TO.A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
.

.

'

1118188~1

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colqnial Dr. 2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
Orlando
644-9327
275-9327
630 C~ ifton St
Pine Hills
291-932] _

DO YOUR KIDS
HAVE A HIGHER
EeQe lfcr1nomicc;

When it runs out you won't have to.
The exciting Pilot Ball Point. It's got everything going for
it. Smoother writing. Specially designed finger nbbing
for continual writing comfort. Stainress steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. Achoice of medium
or fine points. And best of all ••• you'll never throw it oat.
just slip in a 39c refill and you're ready to write again.
So next time your old ·

scratchy
pen
nns oat, see-thru
run oat and
get a 69c Pilot Ball
Point pen.~ .plus

[Pl ~o·iJ ].~·

a few refills.

KNIGHT OUT .. PUB
(across from U.C.F .)

()iot1f int J

THAN YOU?

INTRODUCES

TAKE THIS QUICK QUIZ
AND RATE YOURSELF.
True False

0 0 (1.) U.S. coal reserves
are the world"s largest.

D D (2.)Today, the U.S.
ranks third in international trade.
A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics:· PueblQ.. Colorado
8 10'09.
ANSWERS: (~SJ!.:0.:fZ .r l

The American
Economic S~slem.
We should all learn m0<e aboul il.

AFTERNOON DELIGHT ~
•LITE

MONDAY FRIDAY·
2:00-4:00 25¢ ORA.FT

•MICHELOB DARK

•COORS

•BUD LITE

•COORS LITE

•MICHELOB
•MICHELOB LITE

•BUD
•.BUSCH

4:00 - 8:00 HAPPY.HOUR
50¢ GLASS $3.00 PITCHER
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Election-----------___:_-------from page 1

.

Tim Barto/Future

. ' wgue of Women Voters' workers count ballots in UCF's
student senate election.

ID~@ii'.f&ID-;~ wWifil 1l!ll2

with the Orange County Elections · comm1ss1on,
who
prepared the machines for
Student Government. He said
Johnson's name ws on write-in
ballots.
posed.
In two races where more
than two candidates ran, no
one achieved majority plus one
vote required for victory.
Runoff elections will be· held
Sept. 27 and 28 for one arts
and science seat and an
engineering seat.
Andrea Danner and Quinn
Bernhardt will vie for arts and
sciences seat 9 in a run off.
Pete Martin and Samara
Powell will also face each other
in the runoff for engineering
,
seat 2.
All but one seat on the main
campus had either declared or
write-in candidates running for
office, despite having six empty seats a week ago. The
College of Health and the
Brevard and Daytona area
campuses had no candidates.
Student Body President Mark

Geary will appoint persons to
the senate to fill the vacant
seats.
Despite the mishaps, 967
students voted in the senate
elections for an unofficial voter
turnout of 6.2 percent-one of
the best turnouts in recent
senate elections.
The voter turnout last year
was less than 2 percent.
McCullar said he was "surprised with the large turnout"
and credits it, in part, to the intensity of the engineering seat
races.
' Unofficially, engineering had
a 12.9 percent turnout for its
elections.
Attorney General Richard
Stocking, former election
commissioner, . attributes the
turnout to. a "move back to
more centralized voting.'' He
said that last year's system of
placing voting boxes for each
college around the campus was
an experiment that did not
work.
Senate Legislative Adviser
Kathleen Johnson said "the

election was impressive. " "We ·
thought the campaigning was
a great improvement over last
year, she said. "It shows we'll
have some hard working
senators."
. I think we're going to have
an outstanding Sixteenth
student senate," Geary said.
He went on to say that all the
candidates were well-qualified.

Learning
Each week Future reporters gain valuable insight into how their school operates
by reporting its news. From
Each week Future reporters gain valuable insight
into how their school
. operates by reporting its
news. From finding out
about UCF's budgeting
procedures to discovering
how buildings get their
names, Future reporters are
constantly increasing their
knowledge about UCF.
If you want to know more
about your school by repor_ting its news, call x-2601.

WATERBED·
.
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.
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SALE··
$149 complete
FLORIDA

W ATERBED Co;aP.
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Thursday Night
''College Night''
FEATURING

I
.
.
----------------------~-----,
I

I
I
I
I
I

21s.t

ENTURY

N•

~·k

,

EVERY THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT

A\renu~

!tlRSlDRAFTFR·EE

..,..b~ Orlando IJa.1.a~•"

• s~ · eeer 9:00-10:.00P.M.
so·¢ Draft $1.00 Drinks all Night
Premier State-of-the art video system with the 305-295-3750
best top 40video music
4315 N. orange Blossom Tr.,
e Tasteful Grooming Required
1/4 Mile South of Lee Rd.
No T·Shirts of torn ·ean
You Must Be 19-Valid State l.D. Required.

PRESENT COLLEGE l.D. WHEN ORQERING
Most luxurious theatre in Orlando
Deli sandwiches. domcsti<.' & import~ beer & wine
Largest screen in town
S::i speaker st.erco soun<l

Private screening rooms
Special midnight movies

For movies & showtimcs call

896-9332
I
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Senate Election Results
Key: (i) incumbant I (r) runoff/ (wi)
wri~in I • un<!!r disp~te
Arts and Sciences
Seat 1 Stuart James (i) 184
Seat 2 Cindy Spraker (i) 186
Seat 3 Clark Hampton 72
Deborah Kelley 128
' *Seat 4 Steve Cady (i) 145 ·
Rod Durham 79
Seat 5 William Hardman 182
Seat 6 Carlos Payas (i) 71
Jackie Goigel 146
Seat 7 Lisa Salloum 100
Margaret Ruff 122
Seat 8 Monty Knox (i) 181
Seat 9 Andrea Danner (r)85
Quinn Bernhardt (r) 73
Melanie Tuck 58
Bus.i ness
•Seat 1 Randy Lewis 162
Seat 2 John Sowinski 133
John Morgan 70
Seat 3 David Rakes 92
Jimmy Bobbitt 94
.Seat 4 Douglas Massey 72
Dana Clary 125
•Seat 5 David Martinez 90
Robert Burkett 104
Seat 6 John Gill 155
Seat 7 Mark Butler 153
At Large
Seat 1 Luci Johnson (i) 114

Plans~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fromp&ge1

resolution will be worked up student to eat more than one
that will give "some specific meal during a specific time
solutions to the parking period.
problem."
Sowinski -is- in support of
Rob Rotter, senator-elect for many issues aiding the College
UCF's South Orlando Campus, of Business. He commented,
is in support of several issues ·"One of my main goals is fundthat affect students from the ing for projects with business
area campuses. Rotter hopes career placement." One such
that in the future the student job-related project is career
·
The UCF Police department health fee will be made optional day.
is using the devices to prevent for students off the main camSenator-eleet Tim Albrecht,
persons who have three unpaid pus. He also favors free who won after his opponent
. ticke_ts from moving their cars telephones for the three area was disqualified, said he is iii
until the fines are paid. Also, campuses and additional coin _ favor of having more study
the department is using the charges at SORC.
areas available to students indevices on cars illegally parked
Rotter, James, Spraker andin handicapped spaces and to Arline all served as senators
facilitate
criminal
in- last session.
vestigations, according to Ron
Senator-elect John Sowinski
. opposes the . present dorm
Seachrist, UCF police chief.
.Senator-elect Stuart James check9ut ·procedure, claiming
says he will consider running ·that the dorms are left in ill
for senate pro tempore.
repair without fin~ being imJames' said his main concern posed for damage.
He is also concerned with the
is UCF's parking problem
(overcrowded lots) and said a UCF food service.disallowing a

Graduate
Seat 1 Michael Wittenstein 28
Liberal Studies
•Seat 1 Don Gregory 11

Another issue that she
wishes to bring back into the
spotlight . is the student
parking situation. "The senate
as a whole is looking at the
parking problem and the
problems with the immobilization boots," Spraker
commented.

CRIME: Forest Fire
WEAPON: A Match
PUNISHMENT:
Fine or imprisonment

eluding a possible 24 hour
study area. -Another issue
Albrecht is concerned with is te
the size Senator-elect Tim Albrecht,
who won after his opponent
was disqualified,. said he is in
favor of having more study
areas available to students ineluding a possible 24 hour
study area. Another issue
Albrecht is concerned with is
the size Qf many UCF classes.
He commented, "We are trying
to get more appropriations t<J
reduce class size."

10'J. Discount With ·uCF ID
Bread Baked on Prem•~-

Only you can
prevent forest fires.

Health
Seat 1 No Candidate
Engineering' .
*.Seat 1 Robert Rulof 70
Paul Mizillo · 121·
Vince Davilla · ' 94
.*Seat 2 Pete Martin (r ) 136
Samara Powell (r) 132
Thomas Heath 51
*'iSeat 3 Steve Gizinski (i) 150
Tinl Albrecht (wi) 149
Seat 4 Mary MacArthur (i) 251
Seat 5 Mercedes Sosa 193
Walter Stuhldreher 116

Education
Seat 1 Susan Arline (i) 18
Seat 2 Tracy Goldsmith (wi) 13
Mark Williams (wi) 5 ·
Seat 3 Audrey Heintjes (wi) 15
Seat 4 Teri Phillips (wi) 16

Area Campuses
SORC Rob Rotter (i) 39
Steve Lewis (wi) 29
Brevard No Candidate
Daytona No Candidate

·Editor's note: Seats with *
are still under dispute. Information provided by
student government was incomplete at pre.ss time.

The T. Rowe Price 403·( b) plan
gives ~u freedom ofchoice and
freedom to c~•.
The T. Rowe Price 403(b)(7) plan gives
the employees of nonprofit and educational
organizations the advantages of retirement
investing with pretax dollars ... and something more.

Choose your investment o~jective.
We offer 403(b)(7) participants the freedom
to choose from eight no-load mutual funds,
including stock, bond, international, and
money market funds. These funds pursue a
number of distinct and ~erent objectives,
including high current yield with safety of
principal, capital appreciation, or stable
income over the long term.

Change course with a toll-free call.
Don't Miss Out
Make sure you take every deduction
you 're entitled to. Look into free IRS
publications for information - they'r
available by using the handy order
form in your tax package, or by
calling the IRS toll-free number in
your directory.
A public service message from
the Internal Revenue Service.

When changes in personal needs or in
financial markets suggest a change in investment strategy, we offer your plan participants
the freedom to move their money to other
T. Rowe Price Funds. All it takes is a toll-free
phone call. And there's never a sales charge
or a transfer fee.

Investment specialists since 1937.
T. Rowe Price manages more than $8 billion
in mutual fund assets. We're also investment
adviser to many large COfP<?rate pension plans.
Whichever fund participants choose for
their 403(b) (7) plan, they'll benefit from over
45 years of investment management expertise.
For more complete information on the
T. Rowe Price Funds, call toll free:

1-800-638-5660.
jr,:;
rush me the free T. Rowe-;:: 403(b)(7) pl:::ng kit -.- l
- and a fund prospectus with
complete information, including
more

management tee and other charges and expenses. I will read it
·

I carcfull\' before im·esting.
Name .

I
I
I

Title _ _ _..--_ __

Organi1..ation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addrcs.~---------------

1 City _ _ _ _ _ _ Statc _

1

_ Zip

T.RowePrice

L ·__

100 Ea.~t Pratt Street,

1

I
I·
I
I
I

Balti:::·~ 21202_8~ ~

T. Rowe Pri..:c ,\ l.irkcting. lnc. Oismhutor.
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Elections reform needed
This week's senate elections should leave the thinking
UCF student with mixed reacti.ons. On the one hand, 6.2
percent of the students turned out to vote--a healthy
response for a senate ·election. On the other hand, the elections were so poorly handled that these voters might well
think twice before exercising their voting privilege again.
The most detrimental ·incident of the election occurred
when the poll workers ran out of write-in ballots. ·This
discrepancy might well have decided the election for Engineering seat #3, had not incumbent Steve Gizinski been
disqualified for failing to turn in his expense statement. Tim
Albrecht mounted a strong write-in campaign against
Gizinski and the polls ran out of these ballots twice.
Albrecht lost by one vote.
The point is, several students may not have had the opportimity to vote for their candidate.
. Also, more care needs to be taken in regards to the
distribution of campaign material. Flyers from organizations endorsing candidates were not only being handed
out in the election area, several students were being handed flyers as they entered the polls. Among the
eyewit:pesses to this incident is the -author of this
editorial.
The largest and most profound problem with the elections were the statutes that governed them. It was decided in the 15th student senate that these statues were ambiguous and confusing. Everyone agreed that they had
to be rewritten and the recommendations of several elections commissioners and other interested parties were
turned in to the senate's Elections and Appointment
committee. months ago.
Unfortunately, the Student Government branches were
too busy fighting among themselves this summer to
worry about anything as minor as the rules that govern
the selection of its members. The time to make these
much· needed clarifications is now, before petty politics
can enter into the scene next election season.

·Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must b .
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under c.ertain circumstances, writers ' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be designat ed'
as guest editorials at the editc1r's
discretion, with the permission of .
the writer. All submitted material
becomes· the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.

· \member

Associated
Colleglat•
Press

From 011r readers
IFC ruled fairly; Pi Kappa Alpha not denied access
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to clarify some
misconceptions brought up in
a letter to you last week concerning the Interfraternity
council. The Interfraternity
council, in concept and practice, is a council consisting of
representatives of all UCF
social fraternities. Its main
objective is the promotion of
Greek involvement at UCF_
and the harmonizing of activities of the 11 national
fraternities it represents.
Due to the varied personalities of the groups and
the sheer number of men it
represents, the IFC, in accordance with its constitution,
every year picks and main-

tains a judicial board to hear
and arbitrate on matters of
disagreement among the
fraternities. This board also
acts as the Interfraternity
Review Board that considers
cases concerning university
policy upon referral of the
Dean of Students. It was
while acting in the second
capacity that the Board heard
the case of the stolen Sigma
Alpha Epsilon lion and forwarded its recommendations
to the Dean of Students. I
must ask the author of last.
week's letter (IFC too hard on
Pikes) if he considers the image of .Pi Kappa Alpha as
more important than the
criminal records members of
that fraternity would have ob-

UCF's student government is a capable one-when it is
working together as a team. The 15th student senate was
the most productive in the school's history. It is now up to
the 16th senate to carry on this work. New election statutes
would be a good place to start.
Instead of pitching a tent and voting beneath it, SG
might as well have dug a pit and tossed the candidates into it with clubs. The ones who managed to climb out alive
·
could be designated student senators.
Unfortunately, the unorganized elections we had this
week were only slightly above this barbaric process.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief
Problems are only opportunities in work clothes
Henry J. Kaiser
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tained if the case had been
heard in a distict court.
With that out of the way, I
direct your attention to the
rush violations that were the
topic of the letter. Every ye~
the IFC sets up a committee
consisting of the rush
chairmen of every fraternity
to review the procedures and
sets up guidelines for the
general deportment of rush
the following year. Their main
objective is the consideration
of the incoming freshman,
already confused by the bombardment of other material,
that he may have time to look
at all fraternities he is interested in and make a deciIFC,page7

rick brunson
Alright Ike, let'~ see how we stack up
;\

Recently, Washington Post
Spiritually speaking, slight
columnist David Broder seimic tremors of another
released a previously un- potential "great awakening"
published letter written by are being felt in houses of
Dwight Eisenhower. In .the worship across the land. After
letter, Eisenhower said a two decades of general
nuclear arms race would be decline, religion is making a
pointless in view of the no-win comeback. A Gallup poll
consequences of. such a war: charts 130 million Americans
reciprocal and . complete 'as belonging to Protestant,
destruction.
Catholic and Jewish conThe long-time army general gregations. The poll shows
· and stat:esman urged future modest growth in the number
leaders to work out · their dif- of people attending weekly
frences at the comference table worship services and an inand to look to more than crease in the influence
weapons
for
strength. religion is having on
Eisenhower said- the com- American life.
ponents of our national
U.S. News and World
strength must include more Report, documented the
than military muscle, and I growth of religion last spring
agree.
in a story titled, "The Search
''That strength must be for · the Sacred.'' The
spiritual, economic and magazine reported that
military. All three are impor- prayer, worship and Bible
t~nt and they are not mutualstudy are returning to the
ly exclusive," Eisenhower American scene.
wrote.
The sluggish economy,
If this is where our national
strength lies, how strong are racked by a recession that the
we spiritually, economically U.S. Department of Comand militarily? A quick merce says has bottomed out,
assessment of recent trends is showing signs of renewed
The
shows that our country's stimulation .
weakness is g;adually turning department's Business Conditions Digest reports that proto strength.

ductivity, income and co.nsumer spending are modestly
higher than last year.
Unemployment, after hitting
a post-Depression high, is
starting to slide ·slowly to
lower levels,
The military, boosted by a
controversial $239 billion
budget, has never been in a
better position to defend the
nation as it is now, .according
to Pentagon officals.
'
The Pentagon reports that
the number of combat-ready
troops is up 32 percent from
the 1980 low. The nation's active duty and civilian defense
personnel currently stands at
3.2 million. Defense department officials cite bigger
budgets, larger pay hikes and
high civilian unemployment
as the reasons for the swelling
of the ranks.
In short, these trends are
positive steps that are
strengthening a society that
has been demoralized and
disillusioned for too long.
Eisenhower was right. Our
arsenals must be stocked with
more than guns. They must
contain guns, butte_r and
prayer.

i

'

,
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FORUM CONTINUED
Television classes are a proven success; complaints registered are minimal
Editor:
Televised courses offer
several advantages to UCF
students. These benefits in·
elude the availability of additional sections of required or
popular general eductaion
courses are available-for example, MUL 2011 or HSC
3081 now have more sections
than before and reach branch
campuses. Also, students
may review videotapes of lec·
tures to make sure that key
concepts, examples, and problems are understood. Finally,
detailed lab experiments,
physical assessment pro·

cedures in health and other
classroom demonstrations are
better viewed in camera
closeups.
The model of instructional
television used at UCF is a
prototype used at universities
such as Stanford, the University of Michigan, the Univer·
sity of Florida and Auburn.
UCF's College of Engineering
has offered_courses this way
for several years with very
positive responses from area
industries whose employees
have enjoyed the opportunity
to obtain advanced or
graduate courses. Indeed, the

response at UCF to date has
been quite positive. Eightyseven percent of students
enrolled in televised courses
were surveyed in the last three
semesters. They reported that
either they would recommend
televised courses to other
students or th~y felt neutral.

sion upon membership
without undo pressure. I
must point out that this year
there were only 9 rules involv·
ing rush and that members of
PKA helped in drawing up
these guidelines and voted in
favor of them when brought
before the council. If PKA
had objections in the manner.
in which rush was to be conducted they had ample time
and opportunity to voice their
_disapproval.
When PKA appeared before
our Judicial Board they
pleaded guilty to three
separate charges and found
gUilty on a fourth. It concerns
me as I'm sure it concerned

our Judicial Board' that one
fraternity would commit
repeated infractions of rush
rules that were simple, ex·
plicit, and agreed upon months
in .advance. I _ sincerely
hope that the punishment set
forth will establish the fact
that even though the rules set
up by the council are few,
they are taken very seriously
and violations of them will
not be tolerated. Furthermore, if any fraternity has objections to the conduct and
actions of another fraternity
it has only to submit in
writing these objections to
the council for them to be con·
sidered. The fact that this

seldom if ever occurs shows to
me that the actions you referred to by other fraternities
are nonexistant or are not
considered serious or significant, even by PKA.
I hope this letter will clarify
some of the recent IFC ac·
tions will alleviate the ignorance of those individuals
not involved in the council or

Instructional Resources has
received no other complaints
about noise level in the view~
ing room.
Space does not permit a
discussion of findings of over
fifty research studies which
document the efficacy of in·

structional television, but
these studies indicate that
this technique can be effective.
This is a new program at
UCF and can possibly be improved.
We
welcome
students' suggestions and
will continue to seek ways to
make televised courses more
effoctive. Let me urge pa·

tience and an open mind
towards the program, so that
the university can continue to
pursue methods of serving
students which offer flexibility and convenience, as well as
quality.
Dr. Eve Hoth
Associate Director,
Instructional Resources

GAME STREErUSA
8 TOKENS $1°0
-"Star Wars" -Championship Baseball-Gyruss-Q-bert- ·
· ~chex>c Ice Hockey~
'·
Plus 26 ~ore Top Games ·
3012 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Sun. 11am-9pm
(Belmont Plaza)
M.-Th. 11am-10pm·
6n-4420
F.-S.11am-12md

r--,---.,....-----------..---t
UCF Boulevard

its proceedings. Those
)>
members of fraternities that
a
Gamestreet ::0
wish to become involved in
0
0
our proceedings have only to
<
0
USA
0
0.
show up at our meetings and
--f
express interest. Jeff Hudson _______,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....
Q.___

x

IFC President

Colonial Drive

A FREE BUENA VISTA PALACE
VACATION FORTWO!
INCLUDING:

•Four days I three nights deluxe accommodations
•A bottle of champagne in your room
•Breakfast for two each morning in the
Watercress Cafe
•Bellman and maid gratuity
.
•Two one-day passports to EPCOT Cent~r
•Two one-day admissions to Sea World

TO WIN JUST
GUESS THE WEIGHT OF THE ENTIRE U.C.F.
MARCHING BAND
145 MEMBERS - CLOSEST GUESS TO ACTUAL WEIGHT WINS!
·~-

$1.00 PER GUESS
COMPLETE RULES AVAILABLE
AT GUESS TABLES
10 A.M. • 2 P.M.

GUESS TABLES LOCATED AT
STUDENT CENTER AND VARIOUS
LOCATIONS ON CAMPUS
.. SEPT. 26 ·SEPT. 30
HOMECOMING WEEK
.
·TO BENEFIT THE U.C.F. MARCHING KNIGHTS IN COOPERATION
WITH KAPPA KAPPA PSI AND TAU BETA SIGMA
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by Corl McKnight

Spanky
l ~LL ~ .• , Tl-HS CC\...LE6e:_
Lt°~ SOf2.t: lb WfLl). MOf\l~TfR
E:XAtv\S IN 11-\£ MORNIN6,

~11\)0

AT2ou"SD

'*

t>c>OL

LMI , . . INFLATION FIGHTER Dlscaunt ~
11 ""' ......., .. MINI YEL~OW PAGE DtaC1U11t onct1ry

Thia comp1ct 4·fald plastic card repraentl
"75" Businesses and Restaurants wltll
150 locations Dfflftng 10% to soe;. aft

Save 1.00's of DOLLARS
Good for one year. Only 5.00

Save mon~y! !
Get your dis~ount c~rd at the Future Trailer

Discounts include:
Pizza Hut
Long John Silvers
Rax
Season's
Ponderosa
and lots more

. eLASSIFIE.O

Student rate:
50 cents pe~ line

for sale

help wanted

For Sale: Full-size bed w/headboard,dresser
w/mirror,nightstand & lamp. Matching set.
Asking $400 call 647-2520.
A $100 Wicker Rocker for $45.00 excellent
condition, 1 couch $95, 1 dresser $45, 1
lounge chair with podium $60, 1 bed $50, 1
coffee table $50, dishwasher $40. Call 3655720.

Need student for evening work at University
qrive-in theater. Call 282-2440.
Tutors needed for college Phy~ics (Phys
2050). Leave name and teleph one number
at EN310 orx2325.

Part-time home cleaners needed. $3.75/hr
to start flex. hours to flt your schedule.must
have car and phone. Call 671-7463. Leave
Colorful, embroidered Mexican dresses. Aif ·name and number.
·
sizes, call 644-6631.
BYOB BE 'vciUR OWN BOSS. $29.95 starts you
In your own business earnings of $50,000
EXCELLENT -USED HOTEL FURNITURE double.queen.king size bedrooms - com- and up per year complete training. Call
plete rooms with 18 or more items pric ed 869-8021
from $200 to $225 per room-also available
Individually priced Items. Dressers-uphost
cha I rs- t ab les-36'' ' round
I am ps-drapes-night stand-carpet-beds . &
spreads. Phone 295-5270 room 225, ask for
Frazee, Inc. or leave message.

Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payments for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes -awarded as well. 800-5260883.
.
.
Interested in learning about UCF by reporting its news? If so, call Roger at 275-2601 .

roommates

American Services Roommate needed, Wanted: Attractive people to work conventions $4.50 and up per hour, send recent
female, $110 plus util. near UCF 425-7122.
photo, a brief letter abou.t yourself and
I screenreliable roommates, call Sue at schedule you can work to: Convention Girl
Thursday,P.O. Box 76~ Fern Park, FL. 32730.
282-8126.

-

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp . Full time. Term
papers. theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
COOPER OFFICE .SERVICE-Typing by a
professional-fast-dependable-273-0553.
Theses, term ·papers. Editing, fas.t turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851•0358.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience 9t low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Computer word processing , customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.~0/ pg. Call Don, 678-3173.

Typing /word Processing. Thesis,Reports,Resumes ,etc . High quality typing at
reasonabl~ rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 671-3325 or 660-1220, Day or Eve .

Typing/Word Processing
AU Work Guaranteed
Student Discounts

. 305/273-5298

Deadline:
Monday at Noon
•
sel'Vlces
INTRODUCING the musicians referral service
282-8126 musicians in touch with musicians.
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, In('. ., 725 N. Magnolia Ave .
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1-800·43~·8517
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening , low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes designed <::1nd typed,
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1
· DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile.from
UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
available. Correction of grammar &
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
a week. Call 275-1709.

Neat- ma!eroommate. Share -room in 3 !<------------__;;,--~
bdrm. 2 bath duplex 1hmile from UCF.
TYPING: Reports, term papers, dissertations,
$115/mo plus 112 utilities 277-2625.
gen. typing. Excellent copy. Experienced in . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ . . .
report wriling/editing. Call 273-1635 after
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Female roommate. Must be employed. ·26pm.
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correcbedroom, 1bath house Winter Park area
must have own oedroom furniture $200. tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation . Typing service available, 11 years exTerm papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
month plus 112 util. Call 647-2520.
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
6257.
All work prepared ;0n· Word Processors for
err-er free neat$'
We have IBM
Displaywrlter,_IBM _ · ..... ard, and A.B. Dick
Magna 'SL
.. ors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE~,
_employees for fast
service .....:: ·
r or current . UCF
students. · ·
e Available - 671·
3007.
..

typists

11-----------......------t

··e rsonal

.
----r-

FOR SALE OR RENT: Three bedrm/two bath
home with screened potro jusr off Red Bug
Road . Pets and children OK. Call 628-8833,
Pam Moloney Realtor - Associate with H.
Zukoski Realtor.
Do you need st~dent housing? Call Sue at
282-8126.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $245-$27!'.f
i Pools, Tennis Courts
.

.

.on-site bus svq. to UCF &_Colonial Mall

'<

~.>(

TYPING. Q
IBM Set.II. Diss, ,
· · orts,letters resumes.
UCF employee i 1 nine from UCF. Marti 3656874.
.•
'
NEED A REPORT TYPED? For all your typing
needs my full service gives you fast accurate and professional results. Only 3 miles
from UCF call 275-5185.
NEED HELP? Call me, JAN, for all typing
needs: letters, resumes, term papers, theses,
etc . FORMER ENGLISH/SPANISH MAJOR.
Many years experience in legal & administrative fields. STUDENT RATES, paper &
cover FREE. Call: 253-0678 9-5 Mon .-Fri. 7672281 weekends.

l~•:ilf

isoner, caucasian male,
corresponde.n ce with eitt'M*.'
male ot.,Yemale college students. Wants ·to
form '$0n'le kind of friendly type relationship
and more or less just exchange past ex- ,
periences and ideas. Write; Jim Jeffers, Box
B-38604, Florence, Arizona 85232. ·

31, ,_. ~

carpool
Interested in carpool from Tavares or
Altamonte willing to drive and /or share expenses. Call M. Thomas between 8-5 ext
2726 or after 7pm 904·326-3065.
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September 2 5 - October I
LIVE FROM U.C.F .... SALUTES COMEDY
Homecoming 1983 will prove to be an
event you shouldn't miss. This week . long
celebration · will kick-off .on Sunday September 25, at Lake Claire with fun,
games,and outdoor movie and plenty of
beer. The rest of the week is packed with
bands, parties, big name entertainment, a
parade, food and the 1983 hom~coming
game which spots the U.C.F. Fighting Knights
against Valdosta State.
"Live From U.C.F." is centered around
comedy and fun. Plan to come out for all the
excitement arid have a great timel

(In other words it's.finally here)
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~h~p~W~~~~~~~~i~mMB!e~~~

HOMECOMING KICK-OFF ·
. SUNDAY~ LAKE CLAIRE -BE THERE·
Gates open at 6:00pm ·

PIZzA EATING CONTEST
Sponsored by ·WUCF and
Pizza Hut Time: 6:30
TOOTSIE LOOK-A-LIKE
.C ONTEST
-The Master of Ceremonies
will be Harry Milke from the
-WDIZ Funny Farm Time: 7:30

Admission is $1 ID $ 2 all others
The Movie "Tootsie"
·w ill be +eatured at 8:30

Beer and Soft' Drinks
will be served

q}/oaa/U~~
lo

tk

.if~

tCA\§11 IVA\~

.

r"'

g;~~~~~rundr~

-

~kt~p.+~~~
will k ~ ~ tk kt d:it rund tk kt~.
92au: 111~ !left£. 2J
fJ>ku.- !/<td
:!flfXYll4 ofwn: 7:00
,521,.kuaM°Am: /1 di~ /2

!/lc,;o, ~. 9:00

.

ff~ de, ~ bu/~ .Ytat

PARADE

~®ffiJ@@CfLIBfiW~
CWfil ITfil®@

STAJ{TS
HERE

Float Line-up: 10:00am
Parade Begins: 12:30pm

~@}]) ~@IlilSJ
Directly after the parade
between Lake and Osceola
Dorms.
Featuring: Lou Saban 1s Fighting
Knights, the UCF Cheerleaders, the
Marching Band and the Spirited
Knight Riders
·

Friday-Beer~ will be

senied

A pc:t!d supplement by the PAC. o Student Go.-ernmenl funded orgori izofior
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DAVID BRENNER
Place: GYM
Time: 8:00pm
Price: $12
are
sti,ll
Tickets
available to Students,
Alumni, Faculty and
Staff · at Select-A-Seat
Outlets
Sponsored by the U. C.F. Alumni
Association and Student Government in
cooperation with the PAC.

Ring and Queen \Jonna
Main Campus Voting
September 26 - 28·
1O:OOam - 2:00pm
Voting at the KIOSK

South Orlando Branch Campus
Brevard Branch Campus
September 26
5:30pm - 9:00vm
Voting in Student Government Office

FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES:
1:00-6:00 Bobo Goldberg Street Mime
Magic by Robert Labby
Appearence by Chuck E. Cheese
Carnival Booths Sponsored by Student Organizations
Buy Barbecue Ticket, or bring a picnic dinner.

September 2 7
1O:OOam - 3:00pm
5:00- 6:30pm
Voting ·i n Library

BARBECUE BEGINS AT 4PM

CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
1:00-2:00 Budapest String Band
2:30-4:00 UCF Jazz Band
4:00-5:00 John Charles-Folksinger/Comedian
5:00-6:-00 Square Dance
6:0Q
Sky Divers-Titusville Parachute Center

Daytona Branch Campus

Advance tickets only. No tickets will be sold at the gat~!
ADULTS-$4 ClllLDREN under 12-$3
MEAL PLAN-$2.00 plus meal card

MENU
_

lb Hamburgers & V4 lb Hot Dogs
(one each or two of either)
UNLIMITED ... Baked Beans Com-on-the-cob
Iced Tea
Cole Slaw W atenrielon
Soft Drinks
. Macaroni Salad Lemonade
. .
Beer
. ...
1/4

TICKE'TS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE OF
THE DAY OF THE PICNIC AT THE BOOKSfORE
AND THE SC .MAIN DESK. TICK.E'TS AVAILABLE NOW!
A paid supplement by the PAC,~ student Government funded organization. -

Pagel~

ROADBLOCK ELIMINATION
specialization that will be covered
throughout the year.

The Orientation Team has solutions to
your roadblocks, answers to your
questions, and other in.for~ation to help
you in your endeavors. This follow-up to
the orientatiQn program will kick-off
October 5, at 4:00 in the University Dining
·Room. The meeting will describe the
following topi·cs and areas of

- Career and Employment
- . Leadership
- Value Clarification
- Time Management·

Jfl[IUl[)l[~lr 1[ l[~lrltll2 J\~()V 11 l[Jf
D
D

FROM THE AWARD
WINNING PLAY
AIN' T MlSBEHA VIN'

Sept.29 & Oct2 8:30 SCA

DUSTIN HOITMAN

'l'Oots1e
Sept. 23 8:30pm SCA
Homecoming Kick-Off

Sept.25 Lake Claire .

..........__....._....__11

i~-----------M~NMR....-......./

WED

TAU KAPPA EPSILON sends you a FAIR WARNING
THE PARTY FEATURES Artizan and ·
The Jonny Van Zant Band.
'
25
Lt
e s Go Tootsie Green
Look-A-Like
Entertainment
Contest and
Movie ·
Vote at KIOSI<
for King & Queen

26

SCMovie
Tootsie 8:30pm scA

CF Football vs
TKE
N. Alabama
FAIRWARNING :30pmT-Bow
KICK-OFF
PARTY

28

27

ALL-STAR
WUCF
Football
Co-ed
Remote from the
12:15Green
KIOSK
Cinema Pub
Vo te for King &Queen
· "Jungle Book"

LIVE FROM UCF - HOMECOMIN

SC Movie
Aln 't Mlsbehavin
8:30pmSCA .

SC Movie
Tommy
8:30pmSCA
HOT ISSUES

.,____....._.._............~........-.~.~
·
.
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A paid supplement by the PAC , a student government funded organization .
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Homecoming 1983: 'Biggest, best ever'
by Vivian N. Katz

tent than non-affiliated through the gate with beer or
students, but that this year ·alcoholic beverages.'' There is
her committ.ees have orga- a $1 charge for students and a
"Live From UCF" is the nized free events and some with $2 charge for all others.
theme of Homecoming Week nominal charges to involve Voting for Homecoming king
1983 and according to chair· more students than ever.
and queen will begin.when the
man Geralyn Clair, "It's gogates open at 6 p.m., with
ing to be the biggest and best Sunday
everyone voting receiving a
Homecoming this campus has
complimentary Homecoming
ever seen."
Kickoff is this Sunday at
'83 button.
Clair is confident that all of Lake Claire with a pizza
the organization and planning eating contest beginning at Monday
by her coinmittee chairmen 6:30 p.m. The contest, sponand members will pay off sored by WUCF, will be judg·
Monday's activities will in·
when the week's activities get ed by various radio and televi·
into full swing. She' empha· · · sion personalities from Cen· elude voting for Homecoming
king and queen and a Reggae
sized that this year's !Jome- tral Florida stations.
coming is not an alumni event,
Following the pizza eating band performing . on the
as it has been in the past, but contest will be a "Let's Go Student Center Green from 11
one that will appeal to all Tootsie" contest at 7:30 p.m. a.m. to 2 p.m.
Clair said that the person
students, faculty and staff.
Clair and Alumni Relations .m ost resembling Dustin Hoff. Tuesday
Coordinator Mark Glickman man in the role of Tootsie will
said that having nationally- be awarded first place. She
On Tuesday, WUCF will go
known comedian David Bren- said, "This contest should remote from the Kiosk from
ner headlining a concert' at
h
UCF was the result of careful psych everyone up to see t e 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Voting for
Homecoming king and queen
planning. According to movie Tootsie at 8:30 p.m.
An outdoor screen and will be held at the Kiosk at
Glickman: "Brenner will appeal to people of all ages. He amplifiers will be set up at that time.
is representative of both the Lake Claire, with food and
student population and beverages . provided. Paul Wednesday
university alumni as well."
Franzese, student center proWednesday is HomecomClair added that clubs .and gram director, said, "People
organizations have par- are welcome to bring their ing's "Hump Day" with
tieipated in past Homecom- own soft drinks and snacks, festivities beginning at 12:15
ing activities to a greater ex- but no one will be allowed p.m. An all-star coed football
Entertainment editor

game will be held, with par- Friday
ticipants being chosen from
the intramural flag football
Classes will be· canc;eled.
team~. Each member of the from noon to 3 p.m. on Friday
winning team will ·be awiµ-ded for the parade and Green
a T-shirt provided by Rec Ser- entertainment to follow. The
vices.
Voting for Homecom- parade begins at 12:30 p.m. at
1
ing king and queen will again t~ Police Station and will pass
be held at the Kiosk.
before the reviewing stand in
"Live From UCF" will con- front of the Administration
tinue that evening with a ~uilding an~ Wind up at ,the
"Cast Party" at the Student Education ·Building parking
··
·
Center Auditorium. The· best lot.
skit and the best themed
According to Frdnzese, in·
costume will each be awarded dividual colleges will host a
a prize after the 9 p.m. con- reception for their alumni
test. A dance band will per- that afternoon. Immediately
form until ·2 a.m. with beer following the , parade, the
and soft drinks provided. UCF Marching Band will perThere is a $1 admission form. A pep rally planned by
charge, with voting for the Knight Riders, the MarchHomecoming king and queen ing Band and the· UCF
to be held until 10 p.m.
Cheerleaders will follow the
band's performance.
David Brenner will perform
Thursday
"Live At UCF" in the Gym at
8 p.m. Glickman said, "If stuThursday night will feature dent tickets ($6) have sold
the
movie
Ain't out, we will offer alumni
Misbehavin at 8:30 p.m. in tickets ($8) at student prices.
the
Student
Cente~ After that, all seats will be
Auditorium. The movie was $12.
previously scheduled Friday
night but was moved because
of the David Brenner concert.
Homecoming, page 14
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, e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
·e·FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
·•professional print display preparation: mounting,
texturizing, and spraying.
_Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
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Homecoming-

Giraffe
in glass
wins big

- - - - - - f r o m page 13

Saturday

by Karen Severino
Encore statt

A giraffe in a glass? You've
got to be kidding! How does a
giraffe fit in a small or even
tall ·glass? One person from
Apopka mastered it and won
recognition for it.
The giraffe is a drink
called--what else--Giraffe
in a Glass. The home of this
~ is The Giraffe Lounge in
the Hotel Royal Plaza at Lake
Buena Vista.
The drink has a unique
history. In August the
Giraffe Lounge had a recipe
contest for a drink that would
be named for the lounge. They
had just completed a
$200,000 renovation on the
place and wanted to have a
house dri,nk. There were 100
entries but most were
elimiWited if they contained
ingredients like ice-cream,
which the lounge could not
store. Any drink that would
take too long to make was
also discarded.
Ninety entries were cut and
10 were left to vie for first
place.

Raul Perez/Future

At 9 p.m. on Aug. 20, the 10
finalists made their drink in
front of the judges, including
the head bartender from the
Hotel Royal Plaza and other
hotel management. C~ri
Haught, a host on P.M.
Magazine, Danny Treanor
from Channel 9, and a deejay
from Y106, Roger Stallard.
These judges tasted each
drink, and after judging taste

Giraffe, page 15
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A CONDOMINUM
·WE'RE HARD TO FIND

Fashions for Him & Her

·Our off-the-~i·ghway location makes
for a unique atmosphere in Winter Park.
-We offer 2 beprooms. 2 baths, pool, ·
jacuzzi, great ·oppliances, and .
peace 8r. quiet near U.C.F.

UNION PARK
STORE ONLY
/'~EXT

c
.....
~

~

TO WINN-DIXIE

<:
()

275-1301

I
~

()

REMEMBER, WE'RE HARD TO
FIND, SO .CALL
677-5947

Designer~

Jeans
~CORD. & DENIM JEANS

5o/o Down.

No Closing
Costs.

~~

$13 99

•PAIR

25%
OFF

::..:; SIZES 25 WAIST TO 38

-- S L1.l\Dl:'Ch

<

OCF.·\.\'PACIFIC -

~\RANGLER --

Saturday's events begin
with an alumni golf tournament at Alhambra Golf and
Tennis Club at 8 a.m.
Everyone is welcome to enter,
provided they pay the $20 entry fee. At 9 a.m. there will be
a Threshold Run. For more information, contact Dr.
Richard Tucker in the
psychology department.
Saturday's activities continue with a carnival at Lake
Claire beginning at 1 p.m.
Voting for Homecoming king
and queen will continue with
entertainment by Bo Bo
Goldberg, Mime, Bob Labby,
Magician, Budapest String
Band, UCF Jazz Band, John
Charles and square dancing.
Dinner will begin at 4 p.m.
with food provided by SAGA.
It will cost $2 for students on
the meal plan, and $4 for all
others for dinner and a complimentary Homecoming
cup. Free beer and beverages
will be provided the entire
day, even for those who do
not purchase dinner. Carnival
booths ·sponsored by various
or~anizations will be open
from 1 to 6 p.m. when the
UCF Parachute Jumpers will
signal the end of the picnic.
At the Tangerine Bowl that
evening at 7:30, the UCF
Fighting Knights will take on
Valdosta State. Tickets for
the game are $5 and are
available from · the Athletic
Departme~t as well as at the
gate. Homecoming king and
queen will be crowned at
halftime with the UCF Marclring Band performing.
UCF Homecoming Week
1983 will hopefully end with a
victory and fireworks after
the game. Programs of the
week's activities are available ·
from the Student Center at no
charge.

Help our

colle~escope

with fnflation.
_The money
you_give
may decide
whether I'm to be
or not to be.
-William Shakespeare

Special Pre-Constructio
P.rices from $42,590
COURSE
University Blvd.
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Colonial Dr .

S.R. 50

Class Starts

LSAT OCT.·5TH
LSAT OCT. 27TH
GRE NOV9TH .
SAT NOV 16TH
678-8400

7300 Swallow Run, Winter Park 32792
. Tel~ph~n_e: (305) 677-5947
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA, -INC.·

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792

San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right lo cancel any class for
which there Is lnsuttlclent enrollment
Call for detalls
• Days, Evening, or Weekends
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On Record
Billy Idol
Don't Stop
by Donna Howell
Encore staff

To the average popular
music consumer, Billy Idol
sounds like a good name for a
G.I. Joe doll that sings punk.
Television gurus may commend him as an intriguing
music video artist, but to the
attuned ear, Billy Idol is a
versatile vocalist with a song
s.tyle all his own.
The noted Idol hit, "White
Wedding" begat his latest,
"Dancing With Myself."
Both are hard-driving songs
with twi~ting, lilting lyrics.
· The latter is decidedly more
punk.
What comes after those two
hits is better than both songs
combined. Idol's newest
Don't Stop extended-play
record 'boasts a · better-thant he-original version of
"Mony, Mony." The mildly
rockabilly, "Baby Talk"
slows down the· hard-hitting·
pace of the album as a segue
into "Untouchables," a
dreamy rock ballad that exhibits Idol's versatility.
The last cut, "Dancing
With Myself" steams it up
again and shows the under·
current of Idol's musical

CREAM THE
"FUTURE"

and looks, named Janet Sex·
ton's recipe the namesake
drink of the Giraffe Lounge.
Sexton won a party for 30
at the Giraffe Lounge and the
finalists won $25 gift certificates for the lounge. Sexton
hasn't used her prize yet, but
she js planning a party in
November.

message, which hovers on the
concepts of independence,
rebellion and survival in the
big city.
Don't Stop as a new album
is not necessarily new.
Copyrighted in 1981, before
the album White Wedding,
Don't Stop's two top songs
According to Sexton, her
date back to a time when Bil- cousin told her about the con- ,.
ly Idol was part of a group test and she thought it would
called Generation X.
. be fun to make up a recipe.
She wrote down all her
T.h ough Generation X favorite ingredients and from
didn't survive professionally, them she got three recipes.
its music is hot now. The ten- She entered all three in the
song album -Kiss Me Deadly contest and won with this
has both
"Dancing With particular drink.
..
2 ounces Southern Comfort
Myself" and "Untouchables."
Y~ ounces lemon juice
Those are solid stand-alones,
2 ounces pineapple juice
but the other eight available on
a splash of grenadine
the imp9rt are better yet.
ginger ale
"Happy People" takes Idol to
the melancholy monometerShake the first four ingrebeat of a zombie, nicely so. dients with ice, strain ·and
"Heavens Inside" demon- pour into a tall glass over ice.
strates Idol's guitar-playing Add the ginger ale and stir.
gift along with accompanying Garnish the drink with a
Tony James on bass.
cherry and en] oy: You can
add more of any one ingre"Triumph", a soulful dient for taste except the
rocker, tracks a young man's lemon juice.
success. "Revenge" tracks
.two people's failures in a piedThe renovated Giraffe
piper ballad, with drums by Lounge has deejays and live
'Terry Chimes. "Stars Look bands nightly. On the purple
Down" is also a softside and walls is a giraffe motif. Hap·
py hour, 2 for 1, is from 4 p.m.
tender Idol cut.
The softness.stops abruptly to 9:30 p.m. with a free buffet
available until 9 pm. It is
Idol, page 17 open until 3 a.m.

Marshall Crenshaw

KARDIA

Field Da:y

Campus

TAKE REVENGE,
NOWS YOUR CHANCE
SATURDAY, 1:00
Homecoming Picnic
· at Lake Clair.
Be There ...
MIKE GRIFFIN'S ....
FACE ISON

THE LINE ...
Honda World's Campus

•SALE*:
New Hondas at ·the
Lowest Prices ArivWhere!

N

Ministrie~

MEETING TIMES:
TIJES. NOON S.C ..211
WED NOON S.C. 211
THURS. 7 P.M. S.C. 214

by ·ltichard Truett
Encore staff

The "Rock star" process
usually works something like
this: for years you pay your
dues by releasing the best you _
have to offer to an apathetic
world. Slowly, you gain
recognition from more than
just ·the critics. Your records
start to sell and you have a.
massive hit. Finally, you
move to L.A.
Marshall Crenshaw is
presently in the dues-paying
stage. His name is not a
household word-yet.
Crenshaw' s sound is clean
and competent. His latest ·
release; Field Day, is a
refreshing pleasure to listen
to. It is not one of those
albums that has to be produced
to death to get it to sound
good. The single, ''Whenever
You're On My Mind" attests
to that.
One gets the feeling from
Field Day that Marshall
Crenshaw has had a rough
time with women. His ability
to transfer his experiences to
vinyl in a way that "every
man" can easily identify with
is aptly demonstrated on such
cuts as, "All I Know Right
Now" and "One More
Reaspn.''
This album demonstrates
that in simplicity there <;an be
genius. Although Crenshaw is
still a long way from L.A., his
future looks bright.

"Thal their hearts may be encouraged
having been knlllogether In love." Col. 2:2

305/425-1106
305/299-2096

BETRAYAL ••• ACCl.AIMED
BY CRITICS EVERYWHERE!
''BEN KINGSLEY TOPS HIS BRILUANT
WORK IN 'GANDHI' WITH THE MOST
RIVETING PORTRAYAL OF THE SEASON.''

NU50 Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

NX50 Express
Electric Start
was $599
Now $299

Over 1,000 New Hondas in Stocki

Christian Science Monitor

-ALL MODELS ON SALE-

"EMOTIONAUX RICH, WICKEDLY FUNNY AND .
DEVASTATINGLY AClffE IN ITS DEPICTION OF A
GAME OF ROMANTIC
MUSICAL CHAIRS.,,
Newsweek

·
~
~J.?'
~11

~

.

.
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.

Passporr

..

ALTAMONTE
MALL
HWY.436£ . of1·4 834·3334 .

IA:&#U:ii1tu.g;g ·
At These Fine Theatres

C70 Passport

CB4SOSC NightHawk

Electric Start
was $7C]9
now $499

Electric Start
was $1999
now $1299

Only at HONDA WORLD

6436 E. Colon~al Dr. (Hwwy. 50) Orlando
Ph. 277-6880Closed Sun.-Mon.
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Hercules has no strength
by Kevin T. Eady

Hercules is played by Lou
Ferrigno (the ex-Incredible
Hulk). He brings with him the
same quality of acting he
displayed as 01' Greenskin.
Viewers will be amazed at his
different expressions of emotions: when he is confused, he
flexes his muscles; when he is
angry, he flexes his muscles.
Ah, but when he expresses his
love... , he flexes his muscles.
Ferrigno should turn red

Encore staff

Out of the thundering
myths of the past comes the
legendary figure of Hercules,
the mightiest man on earth.
So what? The fact is, the incredible Hercules is an incredible bore. The makers of
Hercules have ignored the
Greeks, and have created a
hodgepodge of old epic filrris.

(not green) from shame.
plain dull.
However, Ferrigno isn't the · The movie's plot and ceronly one to blame; his support- tain scenes has bits and
ing cast. is the pits. Sybil ::::>an- pieces, of such films as Sparning, as the villainess Ariana, tacus, Clash of the Titans,
does nothing but heave her Ulysses , Jason and. the
chest up and down. Brad Argonauts and others of the
Harris, as the evil Minos, is a genre. The opening is right
bungling idiot; therefore, he's out of the Superman Legends.
no real threat. Finally, Ingrid · _The full responsibility of this
Anderson, as the Princess garbage lays on Lewis Coates,
Cassiopeia, is bland, colorless, who wrote and directed -it.
and just plain dull.
·

-LEVI'S ACTION SUIT __
PERHAPS THE MOST cC5MFORTABLE \
SUIT A MAN CAN WEAR.
- -,

SUITS

s

Ryder show worthless

WITH OPTIONAL VEST

s10900
LEVI

Beltless
Action Slacks

$19.99
Reg . $27.00

by.Wayne Starr

JACKET SIZES 36-46
SHORTS· REG.· LONGS
NAVY - BROWN. TAN
BLACK - GREY

First the good news:
Nobody at the Point After
Tuesday night had any trou·
hie seeing Mitch Ryder.
Usually when a "name" act
plays the Po4it the massive
crunch of humanity, combined
with the low. small stage1
makes catching a glimpse of
the "star" a feat comparable
to the magnitude of the

lJOHN-HENRY-f

---- :DRESS SHIRTSI
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Fashions for Him & Her
UNIVERSITY SQUARE STORE

.

Florida Gators winning the
SEC football championship.
Now the bad news: Ryder
wasn't worth seeing. Quite
simply, he stunk. He just
can't sing. Oh, he tries hard
enough; grimacing, sweating
and shouting a la Bruce Springsteen, yet sounding more
like Al Pacino doing a poor
James ·Brown imitation,
It was impossible to
understand any of the lyrics
throughout the hour-long set.
Even when he just talked--

Encore staff

•

UNIVERSITYBLVi>.
671-4659 & 15 A

saying hello, introducing the
band--his words were inaudible. The · words seemed to be
stuck in his throat, as if he
had a mouthful of malted
milk balls.
The band itself wasn't that
bad, if you like loud,
cacaphonous noise in a style
that, thankfully, died out
more than a decade ago.
Ryder hit it big back in the
mid-60s, when, teamed with
the Detroit Wheels, he scored
with a series of furious rock
singles--" Jenny Take a
Ride!," "Devil with the Blue
Dress On/Good Golly Miss
Molly," and "Sock it to Me
Baby."
Unfortunately, Tuesday at
the Point, "Sock it to Me"
lacked the zip it had back in
'67 and the "Devil" was more
of a wimp. Ryder didn't even
feel obligated to do "Molley,"
the second half of the medley
that took him to the top of the
charts.
N·ow 38, Ryder is in the
midst of a ''serious
comeback.'' After the Wheels
fell apart, Ryder continued as
a solo performer. Yet he soon
found himself outclassed in
the early '70s when America
grew tired of the heavy- _
handed R & B sound, opting
instead for the more
theatrical expansiveness of
bands like Yes and the Moody
Blues.
Ryder tried his first comeback in the late '70s, when
disco was on its way out and
new wave on its way in. Both
Ryd~r, page 17

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer,
. &HEWLETT-PACKARD:
·.
Names SYNONYMOUS WITH QUALITY & SERVICE
HFWLETT-PACKARO

CALCULATOR/COMPUTERS
The absolute ultlmate h::tnd-held
1Mf11r sugq. ust m OOJ

•
•
•
•
•

. HP10C Scientific, prograrnmable
HP11 G Advanced scientific, prog 'le
HP12C Business, Reel EstRte
HP15C Advanced scient. w/Matrix
HP16C f_~ex-Dec-Binary, prog'le

r·I .f1 '.f"r .,~, ., .,

~~*NEW

\'

8
' 5 21 8 ~ ~

~~ ..J J J- f

f I

(Mtr. Sugg. List 5275)

SUPER LOW PRICE

. ultime~e ~an~h~ld com-

The -ahsolute
puter I calculator -

used by the as-

tronAuts, instant math. scientific, business calculations. output to 80 r.t>lumn

printers, X- Y plotters, OVM ·s. monitors, 131K storage cassette drive, end
other HP computers.

• WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

I

Calculator·&
t

'

shirt pocket/purse-size models.
S88.00
$89.00
S108.00

$108.00
S108.00

J

,

.
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Growing Up:
by Richar"d Truett
Encore staff

"Growing Up" by N-ew
York Times Columnist Russell
Baker is a warm, witty story of
a family as well as a portrait of
life in America. Baker's
father died when he was 5 and
left
his
mother,
a
schoolteacher to support
three children during the
depression.
The opening of the book
prepares the reader for a
"At the age of
flasback:
eighty my mother had her

Ryder--fro_mpage16

Reminiscences of life in America

last bad fall, and after that story, the reader meets his
her mind wandered free mother as a child; finds out
through time. Some days she how she met her husband; is
went to weddings and introduced to a wide variety
funerals that had taken place of family members
and
a half century earlier. On follows Baker's life from child
others she presided over fami- to adult. Although Baker's
ly dinners cooked on Sunday family is similar to many
a startling observation ·that other American families, the
were now gray with age. women in his family were
Through all this, she lay ·in strong and domineering.
bed but moved across time,
Baker captures in a
traveling among the dead
decades with a speed and ease
beyond the gift of physical
science." ·
·In the unfolding of Baker's

touching way the frustration
of moving from neighborhood
to neighborhood as a child.
He takes us through his first
job, through school, and his
first girlfriend. Baker makes
a startling observation-that
frequently we turn out like
modernized versiOns of our
parents; we take with us their
values, beliefs, and mores. .
In any case, this book is
entertaining. It is written
about common people and it
shows that even common people have an interesting
histQry.

1978'sHow I Spent My Vacation, a dark and seedy, but
well-done album, and 1979's
Naked But Not Dead, went
virtually unnoticed.
Ryder's curr~nt tour is being done to support Never
Kick a Sleeping Dog, his first
collaboration with long-time
admirer John Cougar. Cougar·
succeeds with clever, often
witty lyrics and a gruff, yet
pleasant voice. Ryder,
mumbling his way through
the first single, Prince's
"When You Were Mine.'' fails
miserably.
Nobody shouted for "more"
and Ryder didn't give us any.
He would have been a sadist
if he ha9..

Coming Attractions ...
An evening of German
music and poetry will be
presented Friday, Sept. 30 at
the UDiversity of Central
Florida.
The 8 p.m. program in the

UCF music rehearsal hall will

ensembles, respectiveJy, will
perform works by Cooke, McCarty, Brown, Rozsa and
Schmidt in the 8 p.m. program in the UCF music
rehearsal hall.
There will be a $3 admission
cruJge at the door.

feature readings from Eduard
Moerike, Joseph von Eichendorff and Hermann Hesse in
musical settings by Schubert,
Richard Strauss and Hugo
Wolf.
Participants in "The
Romantic Night" of poetry
and music are Elizabeth
Wrancher and Margaret
Hochstetter, UCF music
faculty, and Karl-Heinrich
Barsch, Finley Taylor and
Elizabeth Orrison, of the
university's foreign language
department.
There is no charge .

•••
Two. members of the music
faculty will present a joint
recital on Friday, Sept. 23 as
part of the continuing faculty
artist series to benefit the
UCF music scholarship fund.
Roy Pickering and Steven
Owens, who teach low brass
and brass ensembles and
clarinet and wood wind

ldbl---frompage 15

1

with "What Do You Want"
and its scornful demands. It's
a great song to get angry to.
"Poison" follows it up with
an ingenious monometer beat.
It ranks among the top three .
powerpacks Idol offers. "Oh
.
Mother" ends the album ap.;, ~ ..;.:.~~.
propriately. It is energetjc YEJ~· · · - ,
not-;tqo-bizarre.
Get your hands on a copy
Kiss 'J'te Deadly if you can . .
Idol ean produce with qua1i ..
equal to that of the old
Generation X and can promote his work, he will be
around for a long time, with a
very well-defined audience.
Chrysalis should be proud.
Best bets: "White Wedding;
"Dead On Arrival" from the
Billy Idol album, "Poison,"
"What Do You Want" and
"Heavens Inside" from Kiss
Me Deadly and "Mony,
Mony" from Don't Stop.

Positions open for night bartenders, night
hostesses, waiters, waitresses, kitchen help, and
cooks.
Apply between 2:30 and 4 p.m., Monday
Through Thursday. 4725 S. Orange Blossom Trail.
An equal opportunity employer
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Voting begins Sunday for king and queen

Laura Dryden
Inter-Hall Council

Sherry Elkins
Pi Kappa Alpha

Michael Manglardi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Mike Messina
Kappa Delta

Sheri Harriman
Academic Peer Advisement

Aristia Karas
President's Leadership Council

Brenda ·Layman·
WUCF-FM

Michael Ogle
President's Leadership Council

Scott Ryerson
Pi Kappa Alpha

Zeta Tau Alpha

Team·

Show your class
a Dutch of Class.

Thomas Wilmoth

Bill Cosby

says:
·
"Red Cross .

does those. 101
commuruty

jobs nobody

seems to have
time £Or:'

6 bottles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland~·
6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways
to show your class what class is all about.

American
Red Cross

Keep up your
family's health.
We can
show you how.
'

LAGER BEER
A brewer's masterpiece from Holland '."

.. .

'

. ..

·.

..,

'

~
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Sportsweek·North Alabama Lions set
to invade Tangerine Bowl
by Creig Ewing
Future sports

.

Eiieen Samelson/Fu.ture

UCF's Knights (2-1) return
to the Tangerine Bowl tomorrow night to play host to the
University of North Alabama
(2-0).
The North Alabama game
is the first of a three-game
home stand that includes a
homecoming game against
Valdosta State Oct. 1 and a
matchup with rival BethuneCookman Oct. 8.
UCF Coach Lou Saban
doesn't predict an easy time
with the UNA Lions.
"They have a very sound
program,'' said Saban, who
added that he will be glad to
get back to the T-Bowl. "Two
weeks on the road has been
rough on the young players.''
UCF's offense is led by the
passing of quarterback Dana
Thyhsen, who has a 55 percent completion rate, and the
running of rising star Elgin
Davis, who has had back-toback 100-yard games. The
Knights have chalked up 32.6
points per game.

The defense will have a Watson (ankle) and running
chance to wipe the red off its back Terrence Bonner (knee)
face after last week's 54-28 are doubtful.
fiasco against Southeastern
Saban said the Knights'
Louisiana.
lack of depth has hurt them.
UCF's big problem so far is "That doesn't mean we're goinjuries. Linebackers Glenn ing to stop working, the
Whelpley (knee) and Kevin freshmen will carry the load.
Cowart (groin) are out, Thank God we won two
although Whelpley should be games already."
ready for next week's game
In the only other past
against Valdosta. Offensive meeting between the schools,
Linemen Preston Roberts
UNA,page23
(chest cramps) and Rusty
.

Knight football at a glance
Who: University of North Alabama (2-0) Division II, Head coach Wayne
Grubb (45-19·1 career) vs. University of Central Florida (2·1) Division II,
Head coach Lou Saban.
What: UCF Knights and UNA Lions clash in UCF's second home game of
the season and Knights' return home after two weeks on the road.
When: Kick off is at 7:3~ p.m. SS:turday
Where: Tangerine Bowl in downtown Orlando
Tickets: Plenty available at campus ticket outlets or at game stadium
ticket booths, students $4 in advance or $5 at gate.
Expected crowd: 20,000
Notes! This is _the second meeting between these two teams. The Lions
destroyed :!1e :Knights i1! 1980 in ~labama, 28-3. __ _

UCF runningback Elgin Davis breaks loose in practice. Davis

l\Nl\ln •

has been the Knights' big ground threat the last two weeks.

Machock says he can
produce a Division ·1Team
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

UCF's men's new basketball coach Chuck
Machock said last week that he needs some
time and the campus community's support in
order to 'build. the Knights into a Division I
contender.
. Machock, on campus last Friday for a press
conference to officially announce his signing,
said that with the right support he can deliver
a Division I program in two to three years.
"I am very excited about taking this position,'' Machock said. ''There is ·no question
that UCF has developed a strong winning
tradition and I want to continue that."
Machock said the basketball program is not
ready to make the transition to Division I com- ·
petition yet. However, he added that if the
football team's proposed jump to Division I is
passed by the NCAA then he and the basketball program could adjust to a forced move up.
If the football team moves up to Division I,
then the basketball team must also move to
Division I. Machock said that he does not want
to go to Division I unless the team can be successful.
Although he admitted that he is not familiar

with the UCF players yet, he said that he would
be viewing last year's game films to learn
more. He has slated his first practice for Oct.
15. He said that his first priority will be to indoctrinate the players to a "new system."
"We will be going with a totally different
type of system," Machock said it would be a
very offense minded, quick-shooting basketball team. However he said it would not be a
run and gun offense.
Machock said that he would be willing to
work with the area high schools for UCF
recruiting purposes and added that he wants to
build the program around high school
graduates. More importantly, Machock said
that he would be looking to ''recruit students
first and players second.''
Machock was picked to fill the head coach
position after UCF' s former basketball coach
Torchy Clark resigned the position in July to
teach here at UCF. Clark is currently on a oneyear Sabbatical, but his 276-89 record over 14
years at UCF stands as a tough act to follow.
Nevertheless, Machock said he is not worried
about the pressure of living up to Clark~s
reputation, nor is he worried about Clark being
on campus to look over his shoulder.

Kevin Griggs/Future

UCF's new head basketball coach Chuck Machock speaking at
Machock, page 22 the press conference held in his honor last week.

Men's, womeli's ·cross country prepare for races
by Sonya Wilder
and David Knauf
Future Sports

Last weekend the UCF
women's cross-country team
opened its season with an impressive third place overall
finish in the Jacksonville Invitational.
The race, held at Jacksonville University, hosted a field
of 10 schools, including local
rival Rollins College.

Finishing ahead of the
Knights were Florida Junior
College and Florida International University. Women's
head coach Tom Metts was
pleased with the performance.
"The team -ran great," he
said.
The women's· next race will
be tomorrow morning at St.
Leo in the St. Leo Invitational. About 10 teams are expected to compete in the race,
and according to Metts the

Knights should place first or
second in the meet.
On Oct. I, the team will
compete against Rollins College in the only race to be held
on campus thi.s season.
In men's action:

The UCF men 's cross country team finished sixth out of
17 teams in the Jacksonville
Invitational on Sept. 17.
The top 20 finishers in this

year 's race broke the course the fastest five-mile time in
record of 27: 17 set last year. UCF history. Knauf finished
Last year
this meet the 16th overall with a 26:47
men finishe in a tie for se- showing, lowering his best
cond place.
_
time by 41 seconds.
Rounding out the top five ·
Among the top 20 finishers for· UCF were freshmen Tom
were UCF 1 runners David Ruse, Tim Castell and Mark
Smith and David Knauf, both Peeples.
of whom ran the fastest races
of their college careers. Smith
UCF will compete in one of
.finished sixth overall with a the largest races in the
26:09 time. He was just 17 Southeast Saturday at the
seconds away from running Florida State Invitational.

1j
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Sports heros don'~ last forever
J>.layers are still hum~ .

.Sports
view

never realized that the
pedestal I had placed him on
was high enough for me to get

The mortality of these
players became very evident
by Lee
to me last Sunday when one hurt when he ·fell.
of my heroes Min11:esota Vik·
The emotion sports fans
l.Bner
ings' quarterback Tommy · spill towards star athletes is
Sports editor
Kramer, went out of the game .ofteh surprising. When these
The best thing about pro- against the Tampa Bay Bucs players are gone we realize
fessional sports is that they wi~h a serious knee injury. how much hope. we really put
allow even the most average_ When I heard the news on in them. ·The memory of the
person to. have a hero.
Monday that Kramer was out . late New York Yankee cat·
.
for the season, it completely cher Thurman Munson is still
Sport's heros are great overshadowed the Vikings' vivid in i;ny mind. It was hard
because they are believable to overtime victory the day for me to fathom that the man
the common person. Fantasy before. My football hero is I had rooted on to so many
or comic book heros are not lost for the year. and my clutch hits was killed in a
needed when grown man can favorit.e team .is headed for · plane crash. I would have likbelieve that Carl Yastremski the cellar in the NFC Central ed to see him bat against
Nolan Ryan just one more
can really belt one out in the Division.
time.
ninth inning to beat the
Through all the games I
Yankees. One problem with
·We never stop worshipping
worshipping pro athletes is had watched Kramer perform
come-from-behind a sports star. As we age we
that, in our passion ?or the his
games, we forget that the miracles for ~he Vikings, I don't forget these childhood
heros, we only worship them
more covertly. Age can't
YOU are welcome at the ·F irst
erase great memories, it only
hides them a little. It, s t hese
Baptist Church Of Ovie_do
hidden memories that hurt
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
m ost when one of our
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
favorites falls.

WILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN.,
PASTOR
365-3484 · Worship

·
. 8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible.Study

We've designed our whole
company around what you need,
temporary I part-time
employment.

9:4~~

·--

--

.

Pure Gold
GES r: SHALIT, Today, NBC-TV

Magic
JACK KROLL , .\'r,.·swetk

~\\\\~"r
Vl:"CE'.'iT CA.'.\BY.
The ,\ 'ew York Times

UtterlyOriginal
RICHARD SCHICKEL, Time

. A JACK ROWNS .rel CHARLES H. JOFFE
WOODY AllEN MIA FARROW
l'HXM!Ol

C.051""" °""Rro

Editor

SU:AN E. MORSE SANTO LOQUASTO
Pr0<M1.ct> ~

Droctor d ~

MEL BOURNE GOROON WIWS

STARTS TODAY
Exclusive Area Engagement

by Mitch Varnes
Future sports

The UCF surf club started
its season in big fashion Sept.
17 with its first contest 1n 3-5
feet glassy su:rf at Playalinda
Beach.
Twenty-five surfers showed
•Accounting
Call
up to thrash around in the
Fpr more
•Cl~rical
first fall swell of the year.
Info
The contest pitted UCF's
•Data Entry .
finest
surfers against each
-•Market
Marketing
other with Scott Bradley com·
857-9110
R~seacch _
ing out on t op. Bradley 's
backhand snaps proved·
Orlando
• Secretarial
unbeatable, and gave him his·
855-81 18
•Word
first victory since hurting his
Winter Park
Processing
knee in a contest last
December.
647-8118
This wint.er, UCF's top five
Data Entry
surfers will travel to St.
Augustine for the State Col647-7118
legiate Championships spon·
~----..
SERVICES, INC.
sored by the University of
Florida .
.----ni~----------------.
The surf team's second con~
7355Alomo Av~.
test is slated for Oct. 8 at
~, (J~
Wloter.Park, Fl
Playalinda Beach.

l\brrell

·

1\1 /l

.' \ .e

,g
Zeli

UCF surfers ._
compete

Earn while you learn,
work where and
when you want.

.

REX REED

. Eileen SamelsonlFutur~
One moment a player can be a hero, the next a forgott.en numher on the injured list. Witness: Vikings' QB Tommy Kramer ~ut
for the season with a knee injury.
.
~

.

c
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y Fi.Jne.5~r:
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"GET ·fJT'
'BRING
-IN CARD

FOR FRE.E WORKOUT

NAUTILUS GOLDENROD
Back to school special
offered to U.C.F. students
ONE SEMESTER ONLY $90.0.0
TWO SEMESTERS ONLY$ 140.00
MON & WED 7:00om to 9:00pm
TUE & THURS 10:00am to 9:00pm
FRI 7:00am to 7:00pm
SAT 8:00am to 5:00pm
Sun Night 5:00pm to 8:00pm
20 Nautilus machines, whirlp~ol,

.sauna and more ...
For more information call
or stop by·anytime.
671-4083

Results:

1) Scott Bradley
2) Brian Holmes
3) Scott Nickle
4) Ken Kochey

~~ =~~! ~ft~4:
ll'~l'-~l9

"PAI& 'A!Un ~vs~
aJonbs A11sJa1t1un
8JOIS AJ1aMar 01 JX8N

su61sea JIDH IDJ:>OJSIJV
···110::> 01 paau noA
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Men's soccer tops
Florida Atlantic Owls
by Wayne Starr
Future sports

•

Goalkeeper
Rick .Carlos Ortiz. Elio Falcon was
Bratincevic recorded his first credited with an assist on
shutout of the season as Bushara's goal.
UCF's men's soccer team
Coach Jim Rudy was pleasblanked Florida Atlantic ed with his team's play and
University 2-0 Sunday Sept. said the Owls were a better
18 at St. Clair Field.
team this year. Last year
All-American forward Rony UCF shut out the Owls 1-0 at
Francois put the Knights on Boca Raton.
the scoreboard at 34:42 with
"We knew they'd be pretty
an assists from Amer chippy and tactically
Bushara. There was no more oriented, so we had to be
scoring until late in the se- ready," Rudy said after the
cond half when Bushara game.
snuck one past Owl goalie
The team is now 4-1-1.

Women set for Courtland tourney

•

The UCF women's soccer
team (3-1) will return to action
this weekend when they participate in the 1983 Cortland
St.ate Tournament of Champions.
The tournament, which Will
host 12 teams, cowd be a sneak
preview of this year's NCAA
Division I Women's Soccer
Championship.
The Lady Knights are
coming off a three game win-

ning streak which included
. capturing the Lady Bearcat
Invitational in Ohio.
The Lady Knights are led in
·the scoring department by
newcomer Chris Kessler. In
four matches Kessler has
·scored three goals hnd been
awarded two assists.
Meanwhile,
the Lady
Knights defense has played
superb soccer ·by posting three
straight shu_touts.

Phone: 277-8015

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF battles Florida Atlantic in action last Sunday on campus.

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.
GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $10.95, 202 pp.
Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,
tn your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

or
ser.id your check for the price plus $1 .00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

mijte,.B~
fiairJtijfing
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807
Directly Ac:ron from Point AJter
Oyen 9 to 6 Monday· Sat.

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS

Berman - Master Styli.It

10 % Off Haircuts & styles with U.C.F. l.D.

Op.tical Outlets
~

~ ebt,lfi IP"'~· ..
....r&,4

•

/ TUt/

6e:/iit ~

.WATTS! ·

·.1.

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest.
names in sunglasses• .

JJ/

10000001

~'1·~~fr0rn

BAUSCH & LOMB <i,)
WINGS TM
The honest new sty le
in sunglasses

Suggested Retail

sso

Compare our prices on
prescription eyegtasses.
Includes frames and lenses.
Cataract lenses not included .

s49 Slngle Vision
s59 Blfoc•ls
s59 Trlloc•ls

CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE
Great looking metal trames

Suggested Fletail

5 41

Our Price

to 566

Our Prices

s4s s281os44
The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision -optical quality, glare
protection and light control, completely
free of distortion.

CARRERA
PORSCHE DESIGN

Our precision ground lenses are the
highest quality available_. N_o extra
charge for strong prescriptions or
oversized lenses. Choos,e from over
800 quality frames .

..J

I

The ultimate In protection and fashion

S89&UP
You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

Your best buy in sight.

.Optical Outlets
factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW ,YOU'RE PUZZLE~
.ABQUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKtlLS

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CE-NT.ER
oftar.s

a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art ·technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner ~obins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers~ For more Info. call toll free
1-800-8.. 1-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Empl9yment office, Robina A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

WARNER ROBINS -AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098
U.S CITIZENSHIP

~EQUlfiED

- AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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SLU Lions destroy Sabai1's Knights on road
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

The UCF Knights suffered
their first football defeat of
the season on the road last
Saturday against the
Southeastern Louisiana Lions,
54-28 . . ·
In the first half, the game
appeared as if it would be a
close fight. SL U struck
paydirt first on a 71 yard
touchdown pass from . QB
Charles Hebert to 'wide
receiver Hardy Anderson.
On the very next play from
scrimmage, UCF ~et a new
p"a ssing record for the longest
V~

pass completed since Dana
Thy hsen completed a 71 yard
pass to . wide receiver Mike
Collier against this same SL U
team last season. · This time
UCF quarterback Thyhsen
upped the record by one, completing _a 72 yard pass to wide
receiver Jeff Froehlich. Three
plays later, with 3:31 remaining in the first half, the
Knights scored with a nine
yard pass from .Thyhsen to
freshman wide receiver Brian
.Glasford.
SLU received their first gift
of the game from UCF when
Kenny Blanford mishandled a
SLU punt deep in UC_F ter-

Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

ritory giving the Lions the
ball only 13 yards from the
goal. Lion running back Jerry
Butler, on fourth down and
one on the UCF 4 yard line,
took the ball right up the middle to put SLU ahead 14-7.
In the second quarter UCF
tied the score at 14 when running back Elgin Davis bulled
his way .through the right side
of the SLU line and found 37
yards of daylight.
A 33 yard punt return by
SL U set up their third
touchdown of the game with
Butler once again scoring on a
one-yard charge up the middle.
On the next kick off, UCF' s
Ted Wilson took the ball in
his own end zone, shook off a
few SL U tacklers and returned it 100 yards ·for the
touchdown. The return of 100
yards is a new UCF individual
record. The old record was
held by Collier and Jamie
Willis with 45 yards.
On the second play .of the
second half the Lions struck
quickly when_Hebert teamed

up with wide receiver Ray
Brown for an 80 yard
touchdown pass.
.Three plays later defensive
back Kurt Griffon intercepted
a Thyhsen pass and returned
it 43 yards to the UCF nine
yard line. On the next play
running back Brett Brian ran
to the left side to make the
score SLU 35 UCF 21. The
next time SL U got their
hands on the ball it took six
plays for Hebert to complete
a pass of 13 yards to Randy
Rouse to give the Lions a
commanding 42-21 lead. The
Lions scored three more times
to run their total to 54.
UCF could manage only one
more score when Thyhsen
completed a 65 yard
touchdown pass to Wilson.
UCF head coach Lou Saban
said that the Knights were at
a disadvantage because of
their lack of depth. He added
that the SLU offense picked
apart the younger and inexperienced UCF defense.
"We just got whipped
tonight," Saban said.

Eileen Somelson/Fulure

UCF's Jim Roundtree goes
out for a pass in practice.

Knight line score
UCF
SLU

14
14

21

0 - 28
12 - 54

---iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.----------------------.. -Machock~~
- - - - - - f r o m page 19
There is pressure on any
job," Machock said. "Our big
challenge is to move to Division I and I expect only a
positive reaction to that goal
from Torchy."
Machock' s filling of the
position culminated a frantic
search by the athletic department which saw a 10 member
committee interview more
than 100 candidates for the
job.
Since 1976 Machock has
been an assistant coach at
Ohio State University. While
with the Buckeyes the team
won 20 or more games four of
the last fiv~ years, with the
-1979 team reaching the National Invitational Tournament Final Four.
Machock was an assistant
at Ball State from 1974 to
1976 and at West Virginia
from 1972 to 1974. He was
head coach at the College of
Steubenville from 1969 to
1972 and assistant coach at
the University of Akron from
1968 to 1969. All total,
Machock has been coaching
basketball for 24 years.
Both UCF President Trevor
Colbourn and Athletic Director Bill Peterson · expressed
happiness with the choice
made by the search committee.
Peterson . said that even
though Machock is completely aware of the budget restrictions the program will face
over the next few years, "he is
willing to come along and
take a chance with us."
Peterson added that he is
confident that Machock can
build UCF into a Division I
basketball school. "We are
very pleased that Chuck
Machock, a man with Division I experience, has decided
to become a part of our growing program.''
"I am delighted with the
choice, '' Colbourn said. ·
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Volleyball
undefeated
by Dan Russo
Future sports

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF volleyball player Patti Stevenson goes up for a spike in
practice.
U N A - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 19

The _K nights' Volleyball
team opened its season in
winning style last weekend in
the College of Charleston on
Tournament in South
Carolina.
The Knights swept through ·
the two-day tournament to
finish with a perfect 8-0
record. The tournament consisted of eight teams (six
NAIA teams and two NCAA
teams, Rollins and UCF).
UCF Head coach Lyn King
was pleased to win her first
tournament title at UCF.
On Friday, Sept. 16, the
Knights defeated Frances
Marion 15-4 and 15-11; Baptist College 15-7, 11-15 and
15-12; Rollins, ·in a tough
match, 9-15, 16-14 and 18-16;
and University of South
Carolina at Aiken, 16-14 and
15-6.
On Saturday, Sept. 17,
UCF registered victories over
Limestone College, 15-6, 5-15
and 15-8; College of
Charleston, 14-16, 15-9 and
15-11; and the University of
South Carolina-Spartenburg,
16-15, 15-9 and 15-11 before
wrapping up the tournament
with a 15-11, 15-7 win over
Limestone College in the
championship match.
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Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach.to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair Analysts-

OPEN
9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only _
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7213 CUrry f ord Rd .

Orlando
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YOU BABE
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... in your mind. For planning ahead ... forming an
opinion . . . building·a strong foundation for your personal and your professional life.
Read U.S.News to get bottom-line facts on politics
. . . business . . . the economy. Late-breaking reports on trends that are shaping America's job market
... the way we live ... your future .
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price: Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

-- - I

BOTC

ny

Student Coupon

I

BLASS

I

Contact:
Capt. Mark Coyne.
Humanities & Fine Arts
Room214
275-2264

- - - 35¢

Money-saving

1
I
I

0

YES, send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.

per week

I

Name~-------------

School N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - A d d r e s s - - - - : - - - - - - - - Apt. _ __
City/State
Zip _ __

u.s.News

Mail coupon to: U.S.News &
World Report, Room 264, 2300
~W ORLD R8PO RT . N St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20037
Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCFbrought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.

I

I
I
I
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... is a question a lot of young people in high
school and college ore asking. Then, even if you get the
finest college degree, where can you use it meaningfully?
Perhaps the answer lies in becoming on Air Force officer through Air Force ROTC. We hove many different
career areas in which specialists of all kinds are needed.
And as on Air Force commissioned officer you can hove
unequaled opportunity for leadership and management
experience, plus on excellent starting salary and benefits
package.
Consider Air Force ROTC as a gateway to a great way of
life for you . Find out about the benefits of a four, three or
two-yeor scholarship that pays $100 a month, tuition, book
costs and lab and incidental fees. Couple that with what will
be waiting after graduation, and you have the answer to
what you've been looking for.
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News that
Sticks
_Ao,:·

I

WHAT TO DO
AFTER COLLEGE .

....

U.S.News & World Report presents

JORDAOiE
CALVIN

10°/o Discount W/UCF l.D.
Junior & Missy
7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671~9916
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fRESCPJrTION

·Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center
~
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UNA beat UCF 28-3 in 1980. CuQison's career mark of
In seven years, UNA Coach 1,943.
Wayne Grubb has put ....---------------------~
together a _45-19-1 record.
Knightnotes: UCF was
greeted in style last Friday at
the New Orleans airport. A
police escort mistook the.
Knights for the Florida State
Seminoles, who were in town
to play Tulane and were staying at the same hotel as UCF.
While the UCF contingent .
was whisked downtown, the
Seminoles, who arrived 15
minutes . later, took 90
minutes to inch their way
through a traffic jam.
Dana Thyhsen continues to
have a hot hand for the
Knights. Thyhsen, 17 of 36
for 290 yards and 2 TDs last
week, set team records for the
most total offense (268
yards), most yards passing
(290), and most yards per
completion (17 ,0) in a game.
He only needs two more TD
tosses to tie the season mark
of 10 held by Mike Cullison,
and 150 yards passing to top

WEARE HERE

.. ..
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